To Power Up the System;
There is a power button for each of the components (DVD / VCR, and amp / mixer). They should already be on but, if they aren't, turn them on. The DVD / VCR power button is on the face of the machine as is the Amp / mixer button.

First Turn on the Projector;
The “ON” button turns on the projector. Wait for the ready light to turn green. It takes approximately 60 seconds to activate. When ready light is on any source may be selected.

To Use DVD / VCR;
Select this button to have the movie projected onto screen. Use the controls to the right or the DVD / VCR controls on the unit to play rewind, fast-forward, pause or play.

To Use a Laptop;
Select this button on the control panel to project the Laptop onto the screen. Turn on Laptop, and be sure VGA port should be on.

Volume Control for Computer and DVD / VCR;
Up and down arrows raise and lower volume for Computer and DVD / VCR only. If there any problem check settings on Volume control 2nd page.

Volume Controls;
Laptop / DVD / VCR Volume
(Master volume should be at 3 o’clock)

IMPORTANT !!
It is best for the equipment and your fellow faculty to leave the equipment in the box turned on. However, the projector needs to be turned off after you are done using it. This will preserve the light bulb and projector for longer use.